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These valuable volumes are suitable for the following:

1. **For Teachers of Arabic:**

   * For optimum success in teaching the renowned course: دَرُوسُ اللُغةِ العَرَبَيَّةَ to non-native speakers of Arabic, under the guidance of the course author, our Shaykh.

   * For active involvement of students during the learning process using the precise teaching methods of the renowned Islaamic University, Madinah

2. **For Graduates of the 3 Madinah Books / Arabic Students with proficiency in Arabic equal to the Madinah Books**

   * To expand the knowledge of the original topics learnt in the 3 Madinah Books with new, advanced grammatical and lexical notes

   * To develop Arabic conversation skills

   * To strengthen understanding of material with new exercises, worksheets and summaries of rules

   * To correct common grammar errors made by students and teachers

   * To improve reading, writing and oral skills in Arabic, facilitated by Harakaat al-
     "raab given on the words

   * To revise the 3 Madinah Books in Arabic
Brief Overview of Content

New Lexical & Grammatical Notes

Guides contain new lexical and grammatical notes that expand the lexical and grammatical topics learnt in the Madinah Books. Notes are advanced and supported with examples from the Qur’aan and Ahadith.

Step-by-step Guidance

Meticulous guidance provided in precise, structured steps, on how to teach the lexical and grammatical elements of each lesson in the 3 Madinah Books. Active and innovative methods are used to teach the vocabulary of each lesson.

Teaching Methods of Madinah Islamic University

The highly interactive teaching methods of our Shaykh, as employed at Madinah Islamic University, are the primary methods used. Copious use of every-day life, familiar objects, pictures, samples and sketches. From the very first lesson, Arabic is taught in the most easy and natural way, using every-day Arabic words, every-day objects, in an every-day setting.

Active Student Involvement

Teaching methods actively engage the students throughout the learning process. Methods include step-by-step conversation based on language and grammar patterns; role-play between students; every-day actions to illustrate word meanings, grammar and usage; students taking the role of the teacher and explaining simple points to the class (see our Shaykh’ extract from Vol. 2).

Worksheets for each Lesson

New, colourful worksheets are provided at the end of each teacher’s lesson with new exercises, oral drills, rule charts, flashcards and vocabulary aids. Produced in large print, with colours, pictures and diagrams.

Correcting Errors

Many common grammar errors made by students, teachers and common folk, are discussed and corrected by our Shaykh.

Rule Charts & Flash cards

Colour-coded charts are used to help remember grammar rules, and flashcards are used to help understand word meanings, language and usage.